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The turnaround in energy policy is an

ambitious intention for the German society.

Especially the efficient usage of volatile

energy sources, like wind and solar energy, is

a big challenge. However, one solution to

tackle this problem is the smart demand

management. That means, to adjust the

energy demand to the energy supply.

Nowadays, in the field of production and

logistics, economic and technical terms are in

the main focus for process control. In this

work also the time-dependent energy

consumption is considered.

On a reference process chain (pc) of the

machined part manufacturing, different

approaches for energy controls are tested.

The first, so called heuristic approach,

generates the control values for the processes

based on the process states and a given

energy curve.

The second approached generates control

values using the simulation based

optimization provided by the Genetic

Algorithm of the Global Optimization Toolbox

in MATLAB/Simulink.

With different experiments the controls are

verified and the effects of the process shifting

are studied. This work is part of the DFG

(German Research Foundation) – project

“Model-based planning of energy efficient

process chains in the machined part

manufacturing”.
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CONCLUSION

What is working?

• Power of the pc fits to the targeted power trajectory using the heuristic control,

• Meta-heuristic control works for a simple experiment,

• For complex experiments (serial manufacturing and different power trajectory) the heuristic control is more suitable.

What is not working?

• Getting the power needed by the processes having different parameters during simulation,

• Getting the targeted power curve for the control from the generator.

Outlook:

• Verify the heuristic control with more complex experiments,

• Get the process power and the targeted trajectory from the EF.

Figure 6: 𝑃𝑖𝑠 𝑡 is adjusted to 𝑃𝑡𝑎𝑟 𝑡 to maximize profit using heuristic and meta-heuristic control.

Figure 5: Example of a MUS with heuristic control.

Figure 4: Coupling EF and MUS to design an experiment. 

Figure 1: The process chain with heuristic control.

Figure 2: Principle of the simulation-based optimization. 

Figure 3: Experimental Frame and Model under Study with its elements.

pc

pc – process chain

control

The reference process chain represents a

typical example for the machined part

manufacturing. It contains the basic

processes turning, hardening, tempering and

grinding.

The heuristic control shown in figure 1

generates the control values based on the

process states and the targeted power curve

Ptar(t). Process state information are for

example the buffer stock or the power needed

over the time of the processes, that have to

be determined before the simulation run.

The simulation-based optimization generates

control values 𝜃 by the use of optimization of

the fitness value G(𝜃). The fitness function

indirectly calculates the profit of the process

chain. For optimization, the Genetic Algorithm

of the Global Optimization Toolbox in

MATLAB/Simulink is used.
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G - fitness value
Pro - profit
n - number of produced parts

dt - time delay due to restriction
dE - energy consumption over Ptar(t)
Ke - energy costs

To test the different approaches and verify the

controls, different experiments are studied.

Model and experiment are separated in

Model under Study (MUS) and Experimental

Frame (EF). The generator defines the input

variables for the MUS, e.g. entities or NC

codes. The MUS calculates the output

variables, of which the transducer translates

the interesting variables. The acceptor stops

the experiment, if the stopping criteria are

reached.

In this project several experiments are implemented

using different EFs. The set of MUS consists of

different controls and process chains. For the analysis

of one particular experiment, one EF gets coupled with

several MUS. Using this approach, different controls

can be compared.

heuristic control

process chain

In an experiment 48 parts were manufactured. With the

heuristic control the power curve of the pc 𝑃𝑖𝑠(𝑡) is fitted

to the targeted power curve 𝑃𝑡𝑎𝑟 𝑡 . Overshooting

𝑃𝑡𝑎𝑟 𝑡 is not allowed using the heuristic control. As a

result, the time delay is 10 hours. The meta-heuristic

control optimizes the fitness value. Therefore, a partly

exceeding of 𝑃𝑡𝑎𝑟(𝑡) by 𝑃𝑖𝑠 𝑡 is allowed to achieve a

higher profit.

The heuristic control generates control values for the process with the help of the process information.
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profit = - 128 €

profit = 301 €


